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the Cleveland riuny situation.
fIR. LANSDALE:

hJelln this is important

because I intend to compare this to the value of

the investment that we made to acquire customers’ in
the riuny conversion system-

They will appear in

the testimony of another witnessi the use of these

fi gures•
THE COURT:

Say that againi please-

NR. LANSDALE:

I am going to show what

it cost CEI as of the relevant period in actual
investment to add a new customer! a specific

investment.

I wish to compare this with the specific

investment made to acquire customers for Fluny Light
in the Nuny Conversion Program! about which

complaint is made here.
THE COURT:

In that sense it would

seem to be relevant-

Overrule the objectionns. COLEflAN:

I don’t see how.

{End of bench conference-}

nR. LANSDALE:

flay I have the question

read! pleasef

THE COURT:

Read the question back.
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1

||

{Question read by the reporter as follows:

2

"i3

3

I
3
r
|

Looking to allotments or places where

the facilities were installed overheadi what did you

|

find to be CEI's average actual investment per

#■
e

customerf"!

Ij

4
5

6
7

A

i2

12

15

(3

kihy is the installation underground less than that for

overhead?
A

I

.

In underground developments the contractor must

J

furnish the trench for us to put our cables in-

HR. LANSDALE:

I have no further

|

Ladies and gentlemeni

fl

questions.

THECOURT:

18
19

I
i|
I

This was $354 per customer.

16
17

0

kJ hat did you find to be the investment in a development

A

13
14

fl

where the lines were installed underground?

10
11

n

per customer was $MEM in 1571•

3
9

I found that overhead developmentsn the average cost

due

to the necessity of addressing certain matters

|

20

that must be discussed outside your presence! at

21

this time we will give

22

So you can go to lunch at this time and returnhere

23

at 1:30! and hopefully at that time we will be

i

24

prepared to proceed.

I

25

J

you a long lunch hour.

During the lunch hour keep in mind the Court’s

..

~

-..

|

--

Ij

|

- -Ij
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admonition.

With that you are free to go-

■CThe jury was excused.I

THE COURT:

Would youi at this

timen make a determination as to whether or not

ds. Coleman has all of her necessary working

papers so she can conduct or complete her
examination of those papers so she may proceed
with cross-examination at 1:30.

fIR. LANSDALE:

Yes, sir.

THE COURT:

Very well.

{Luncheon recess taken.}

Sim
TUESDAY. OCTOBER 211580-, 1:40 P-fl-

ns. COLEHAN:

Hay I approach the

bench, your Honor?
THE COURT:

Yes-

{Bench conference ensued on the record as
follows: 3ns.

COLEnAN:

I just want to enter

an objection on the record to proceeding on this

hurry-up basis.

I will do the best I can.

nR. LANSDALE:
voice?

Can’t you raise your

The jury isn’t here yet-

THE COURT:

If you need additional

time. I will bring him back.
with that.

I have no problem

He can put on another witness.

You

can examine him tomorrow morning if you want.
nR. LANSDALE:
ns.

COLEnAN:

It’s all right with me.

You are saying delay

the cross-examination of the witness?

THE COURT:

It’s up to you. ns.

Coleman.
ns.

COLEnAN:

THE COURT:
to do.

I see.
Whatever you would like

Slis
ns. COLEHAN:

Let me checkn your

Honor.
{Discussion between defense counsel.J

ns. COLEnAN:

I will endeavor to

proceed! your Honor.

THE COURT:

It’s your election.

nR. LANSDALE:

hJhat’s this?

ns.

COLEnAN:

nR. LANSDALE:

I will try to proceed.
I kind of object to

the —

THE COURT:

I don’t want you to try.

If you don t feel comfortable going on cross
examination at this time-, as I say-, I have

absolutely no concern about your going ahead with

it tomorrow because I don’t want you to go ahead
and say welln the Judge made you go ahead today.

I am not making you go ahead today.
is with you.

The election

•

Do you have other witnesses?
NR.

LANSDALE:

Yesn sir.

I'm ready to

go.

nS^ COLENAN:

I will go ahead.

THE COURT:

All right.

{End of bench conference.?

silt.
THE COURT:

Cross-examination-

CROSS-EXAHINATION OF ROBERT t1. KEMPER

BY MS. COLEMAN:
Mr. Kempern turning first to the last set of studies

(3

that you discussedi sir, concerning the calculation of
excess facilities-i your work papers indicate that your

department worked on this study over a period of
several yearsi is that rightf
A

Actually a couple years, I think.

I’m not sure of the

exact dates.
a

But you didn't finish it up until last week; is that
right?

A

Some of the final summaries were prepared last week,

yes •
a

And. you hadn't done' this type of study before where
you actually set out to map Muny and CEI facilities

before?
A

I'm not sure I understand quite what you mean.

(3

Uelln this study was prepared for the purpose of this

litigation! was it not?
A

Yes, ma'am.

(3

Now, when you did this work, if I understand your

S117
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2

testimony correctlyi you saidn "Let's pretend there is

3

just one system serving the area-

4

cost"; is that rightf

How much will it

5

A

Our second alternative was that assumption-i yes-, ma'am-

6

13

But that is not actually the case, is it^*

7

A

It is not the case-, ma'am-

8

12

If there were only one system-, customers wouldn't

9

choose to switch from one to another; right?

0

A

It would be difficult-, I guess-

1

12

Yes-, it would-

2

Now-, in making your study-, you didn't study the

3

entire CEI system and the entire fluny system-, did you?

4

A

No-, ma'am-, we did not •

5

(2

In fact-, you just selected a few what you called grids

6

7

of CEI; is that right?
A

8

(lie selected certain areas within a grid-

It was not

the size of a gri’d-

9

13

Now-, was this a random sampling?

0

A

No-, it was not a random sampling.

1

13

Are you familiar with the concept of random sampling

2

from your extension courses or your college education-,

3

whatever?

4

A

Yes-, ma'am-

5

13

And you are familiar with the fact that that is

siia
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generally considered an approach for statistical study
to make sure you can use the results of your little

study to deduce something about the entire population!

is that right?

A

It is an accepted technique.

(3

And that is not what you used here?

A

be did not use that.

(3

Nowi are you fully acquainted with the extent of

physical duplication of facilities throughout the City
of Cleveland as opposed to just the little neighborhoods
that you studied?

A

I have been over the whole system or service area.

(3

You have ridden the line or whatever it is called?

A

Pardon?

<3

You rode the line?

A

That would be a goodexpression!

(3

And the percent ofplaces

yes.

wherethere is a tiuny line and

a CEI line on the same street varies from place to place

doesn’t it?
A

That is correct.

(3

In fact! your colored map shows that! does it not?

A

bell! the colored map shows the density of customers!
which is not necessarily related to the density of
physical

facilities.

I couldn't make a statement that -

Sin
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It has some relation-, but not entirely consistent one

a

with the others*

A

It is not' entirely consistent-

I mean-. I can’t say that

it is•

I

(3

Nowi you are familiar-. I assume-, sir-, with the particular

I

neighborhoods that you did look at in your studyf

r

A

I have been there-, yes-, ma’am-

a

And those fell within-, if I count accurately-, nine

1

)

different gridsf

)

)

A

I don’t remember the number of gridsi but it could have-

13

And three of them are in this purple area right heref

A

No-

(3

Three of the neighborhoods you studied are in this

There is -- how many?

Pardon?

}

I

purple area, is that right?

5
5
7

A

I didn’t check the grids precisely on that-

i3

You are not really sure where they are located there on
the system?

3

9

A

I would have to

look at one with the street addresses-, with the streets

0

on it -

1
2

Not on that map-. I couldn’t tell you-

a

So you are not able to say generally where they would be

is that right?

3

A

lilell-. there is I think three on the east side and then

4
5

four on the west side-, as I vaguely recall-

SISQ
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■
Keep your voice up so

THE COURT:
everybody can hear you-

ly

If I understood your testimony correctlyn hr. Kemper-,

(3

9
is

you said you were looking at service to residential

»

customers only in these nine neighborhoodsi

7

corrects

3

A

is that
j

That was the biggest grids-

There might have been one

or two small commercial-

9

nS-

0

COLEMAN:

Would you read the

answer back-, please.

1
2

{Record read-l

3

MS- COLEMAN:

I still didn’t understand-

What’s the third word?

4

{Record read-1

5

■ BY MS- COLEMAN:

I
t

It is your testimony that the customers located in --

J
d
d

.8

that the areas you studied-, you focused on residential

J

.9

customers-,

.6
.7

(3

is that correct?

JO

A

Yes-, ma’am-, primarily-

21

a

Now-, the nature of the customers in any particular grid

or any subgrid will vary from place to place-, will it not?

22
23

A

Generally it will-

24

adjacent-

25

similar -

There will be some that are

For example-, mostly residential-, very

Ii'

|
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Some are mostly residential?
Small stores-, this type of thing.
Some have all factories! some places in the flats?

There are some grids that are primarily industrial-, yes.
Some grids have a mixture of industrial! residential

and commercial! right?

Right.

Depending on where they

fall.

But your study focused on just selected ones which were

residential consumers! right?

Primarily! right.

The reason for this was! we were

interested in duplication of overhead distribution by

facilities.

You get into the industrial areas!

generally these are served by higher voltages and it is

called transmission! which is a different higher
voltage class.

That’s a CEI classification as to whether they call it
distribution or transmission! is that right?

Actually it is a Federal regulatory commission
definition.
But the line serves the same function! bringing the

energy to the consumer! be he fir. Jones in his house
or tlr.

Jones in his factory! is that right?

They serve the same function! but different voltages!

right.

S122
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THE COURT:
Hr. Kemper.

Keep your voice upi

You seem to have a tendency of letting

your voice drop.

BY ns.
(2

COLEMAN:

Nowt

do I understand correctly you didn’t study the

question of underground distribution facilities^
A

Other than to make a general observation of where the

underground — our underground, distribution facilities

were and where the Huny Light underground facilities
were.

Ue did compare certain streets and found both

to be on the same street or the same general areas.
(2

That's not a part of the study that you discussed this
morningn

is itf

A

Noi it was

not part of this study.

a

That’s not

part of the analysis youpresented

this

morningf

of the cost analysis.

A

Not a part

(2

Nowi when you did your study-,

you also

looked at

the

distribution cost without street lighting! is that

right?
A

The figures that we finally developed per customer
excluded street lighting.

(2

That's because you assumed street lighting is going to
be needed regardless?

siaa
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Regardless of which company would servei the street
light would have to be maintained.

If the street lights were there they needed to be

mounted on polesi right?
Right•

So the poles would have to be there?
The polesi some of the poles were serving a duplicate

function! they were both distribution and street
lighting.

Some were exclusively street lighting.

Ue

made sure there was poles for the street lights in our

study.
Nowt

I believe you testified! fir. Kemper! that your

study was looking at the question of comparative costs

assuming everything in 1571 costs;

is that right?

Yes! ma’am! that’s right.
That’s based on dollars out of the electrical

catalogue from 1571?
That is based on our actual costs for 1571 from our

continuing property recordLet me understand-

That is based on your actual

cost by a pole in 1571?

To install a pole in 1571You are talking about the installation only! not the

cost of the facility?

S1S4
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A

The reason I say installed! ue could have bought the
pole a year or two earlier and ue installed it in 1571!
but every job order in uhich poles uere installed is

included in the average cost in 1571i2

So the cost then has tuo components.

It has an

installation component in 1571 labor dollars! is that

right! and it has a cost of the pole at that time?

A
(3

That's correct! plus some other charges.

Does that include the financing charge to buy the pole?

A

No.

(3

The catalogue that you ordered the pole from?

A

To explain more fully! it includes the direct labor --

.

that would be the field crew! including the first line

supervisor -- to install! drill the holes! put the
pole into it and install the other facilities.

Then

it would include the material costs which could be
through our stockroom which is at stock average

pricing! or it could be directly purchased for that
specific job! although in the case of overhead jobs
this is relatively rare.

Then we also have equipment costs — the trucks!
the pole digger.

Ide have costs per hour for this sort

of equipment that is used for installing the pole.

Then we have the stock handling costs.

If it

S12S
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went through the stockroomi there are certain charges
added.

Then we have overhead such as supervision and
engineering costs.
Then we have what we call other overhead which

includes a proportionate share of that labor for

vacation! holidays-i sick time-i this sort of thing.
(3

So you try to account for every single dollar?

A

Ide call them job orders.

Hany companies call them

work orders.

Idhat we do is all the work that went into service
in this specific yearn say went into the work we had

job orders for installing poles say in 1571 and those

jobs went into service in 1571n in our continuing
property record effort we add all those costs for those

poles by height and then divide by the total number of
poles that went into service that yearn and that gives
us the average cost per polen 3S-foot polen MS-foot

pole.

i3

If I recall correqtlyn

$153.la?

for 35 feetn you. said

Sound about right to you?

A

I don’t remember ever saying.

C3

Idelln just use that as an assumption-

A

That would be quite low.

S12b
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Haybe I am thinking of up-to-date costs which are

considerably higher.

(3

Let me take something actually out of here so we know

we are talking about the same thing.
3S-foot pole -- maybe I misspoke

—

^153.15 on

page 1ST of your work paper.

A

You are correct-

(3

And the $133 represents how much it costsi all costs

I’m sorry.

You are correct.

taken into account in lT71i to install a new polei
right?
A

Correct.

(3

Your costs are all done in terms of those dollarsn
right?

A

1T71 dollars.

(3

Your poles which you actually did install in 1T71
have had depreciation taken on them in' the past nine
yearsi right?

A

Correct.

(3

Sot

actually! they are going to show on your books as

something less than $133.13?
A

Ue maintain the original cost on our books-

Ide don’t

associate depreciation back against any property unit
or account-

t3

Not against the individual pole-

You look at it for

sia?
Kemper* - cross

1
2

accounting purposes against the collection of poles

3

out there in the field?

4

A

Correct.

5

(3

In factT as you did your survey around a few neighborhoods

6

you looked ati you made note of the ages of the polesn

7

at least those of CEIi is that right?

8

A

Ue knew the ages of the CEI poles-

9

(3

Because you have a record of that?
4

10

A

Ue have a record in the office of the age-

11

i3

And you made a note of the ages ofthe poles as part of

the inventory in preparing this study?

12
13

A

Correct.

14

c3

And it turns outi doesn’t itn that some of those poles
were installed as early as ni3i right?

15
16
17

I don’t remeraberi specifically.

A

I wouldn’t doubt it.

(3

And a whole bunch of them went in in the lISD’s?

18

A

This was a period of big expansion! yes.

19

d

And they cost a whole lot less than $153 in ni3n
didn’t they?

20

21

A

I’m sure they did.

22

(3

But you have assigned a cost to that 1513 pole of

$153 if it was a 35-foot polei right?

23
24
25

!

A

Right.

Ue were trying to getn you might sayi a cost

as of 1571.

j

siaa
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(3

If you' took that pole as it was rather than if you
replaced it in 1571 with a new pole and you consider
that an excess polen that would tend to mean that your

calculation of the amount of excess was somewhat

larger than it actually wasi wasn’t itf
A

Uelln we may have installed some after 1571 and with
•the inflation factorn it's gone up considerably higher
so we don’t show the average age of the poles in the

study.
(3

The vast majority of them were installed before 1571t
were they notf

A

I never really checked that.

0

Idelln let's take a lookYou have a work paper that is called "CEI

Inventory."

I just opened the book to page LS.

for East lS4th to Cleveland between St.

Clair and

Gross Streets.

A

Uhat pagef

(3

Page LS in your

A

I have it.

(3

Nowi the thirdcolumn th$re under "Pole Data" —

book.

which says here that means the year the pole was

installedn rightf
A

Correct.

It’s

Sian
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1

2

(3

3Sn a whole bunch of 3S’s-i and I don’t have a very good

3

copy but as I look .through there there is only one

4

installed after n71i isn’t that right?

5
6

7

A

On that pagen yes.

a

Idelli it is true-, generally-, in the neighborhood you

studied-, isn’t it-, that most of the poles were

8

installed way before 1571?

9
10
11

A

The chances are pretty likely they were-

(3

Hr- Kemper-, you assigned a value of a 3S-foot pole of
$153.16-, and that’s a new 1571 pole and all the post

12

costs to put it in?

13

1.4
15

A

Correct.

(3

Now-, if in fact the pole was a 1535 pole-, same height-,
the actual cost of that polei I don’t know-, half-,

16'

quarter?

17
18
19
20

A

I would guess it would be bO percent-, perhaps-

(3

to percent.

A

Inflation really didn’t hurt us badly until starting
about

21
22
23

24
25

Just looking down that list we have 3St 3St 3St 73t

’71 in this type of equipment.

(3

Idell-, why.don’t we say $flD?

A

Roughly.

(3

Assume the actual cost of that pole in 1535.

Now-,

in your study let’s say you assumed this

S130
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1

2

pole here was an extra pole-

3

there was $153-13 worth of excess cost in the system

4

because of that pdlei right?

So you concluded that

5

A

Right

6

fl

Now-i if the pole actually cost only

that would

7

mean that you have overstated the amount of extra

8

property in there by $73-131 isn’t that right?

9

A

The problem that you are sayingi if we had to replace

10

that polei say in 15301

11

four times that $153-

it would bei of coursei about

But to do -- using the original yearsi reallyi

12

13

you can’t make a reasonable comparisoni which we were

14

trying to do with the fluny facility.

15

a constant year-

16

fl

So we had to have

Is my math correct or isn’t iti fir- Kemperi if the

17

pole actually cost $30 and you assumed its value

18

$153-131 you have actually made an overstatement of

19

$73 plusi right?

20

A

But if you

are talking cost as of a certain point in timei no-

21
22

If you are talking original cost onlyi yes-

fl

Idelli we are talking about dollars out of pocketi isn’t
that right?

23
24

A

I am not sure I know what dollars out of pocket are-

25

fl

You are saying there was an expense here-

You are

S131
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saying there was $153.Ifl extra money paidi isn't that

right?’

A

This is what we -- it would have cost us in 1571 to

install it.

<3

But your conclusion of your study-, this pole is the
only thing we arelooking at-, this pole and the four
others that everybody decided were fine-, and this pole

is the excess pole-, and you said that’s $153.15 too

much-, rightf
A

Ide have to give some value-, if I understand what you are
saying-, "$153 too much.

(3

Your whole study was excess property-, if I understand
it correctly-, and if this pole was the excess property-,

you are saying that was $153 excess, rightf

A

I see what you mean.

Ide would have said in 1571 costs-,

it would be $153 excess.
(3

But in terms of what it actually cost-, it was really

only $50f
A

In terms of the original cost-, that is correct.

0

Now-, let’s just look at that 1535 pole for one more
minute.

That pole would be about 45 years old today,

right?

A

Yes.

(3

And it would be fully depreciated, right?

si3a
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A

No.

fl

It would be substantially depreciatedf

A

The average life we use for poles is -- I don’t handle

the depreciation! but the average life I think isi

that account -- I was trying to think-

for

I’m really not

positivsn because I don’t handle depreciation-

But it

would not be fully depreciated-

fl

You would count on using it for further years in the

future?
A

hie can find some around the system that go prior to
1500-

fl

So we still have some in the system

And those ones that go around 1500 are already paid
fori aren’t they?

A

I guess we are in semantics-

They may be fully depreciated under our curve

fl

They may be fully depreciated-

And some of them that are newer than that may be

fully depreciated-! also?
A

Newer than what?

fl

Newer than turn of the century-

A

As I say-. I’m not that familiar with our curve for the
pole account for depreciation-

So I can’t say when

the final ones would befl

k)ell-i in any case-. CEI’s investment in these poles-.

5133
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1

including this excess polen is sunk cost-, is it not?

2
3

A

I guess -- you are using it in engineering-, economic

sense?

4
5

(3

You have already laid out the money for itn right?

6

A

Correct-

7

fl

Now-, if CEI- were to acquire the fluny Light system-,

8

which was one of your hypotheticals-, you once made a

9

study of what would happen in that circumstance-, did

10

you not?

11

HR. LANSDALE!

Objection-

12

THE COURT:

Approach the bench-

13

1'4
15

16

CBench conference ensued on the record as

follows: ]•

HR. LANSDALE:

I hesitate-, but the

17

assumption was not the acquisition of the tluny

18

system-

19

Huny customers-, which is a different thing.

20

The'assumption was the acquisition of all

I assume the witness will take care of himself

21

on it-, but this is so far from the facts that I

22

object to this-, to your suggestion of the assumption-

23

flS- COLEflAN:

Uell-, there was one

24

study he did where I understand that was the case-

25

But under the other study-, he is saying what if

S13M
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there were one systemfIR.

That’s righti and we

LANSDALE:

acquired all of the Nuny customers-

Ue didn’t buy

the riuny system in his theory-

He has got two different

nS- COLEflAN:

theories THE COURT:

hJelli you can rehabilitate

him on redirect examinationMR- LANSDALE:

All right-

All right.

THE COURT:

You may proceed-

CEnd of bench conference-}

THE COURT:

You may proceed-

BY ns- COLENAN:
(3

nr- Kempern you some time ago had occasion to make some

kind of a study of the nuny distribution and
transmission system in connection with CEI’s looking
at adding that system to its ouni

is that correct?

A

That is correct-

fl

Are you familiar with what CEI would have planned for

the nuny distribution system if it. had acquired it?
A

Not reallyn -because I’m not involved in that area of
responsibility-

fl

[dell-, it is truei isn’t iti that CEI would have tried

S13S
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1

to make use of those poles that were there?

2

3

A

The problemn the basic problem with the Muny systemi

It is a 5T3Q0-volt systemi which

4

it is very obsolete-

5

has been taken out of practically every utility that I

6

know of.

7

<2

That is not the question that I asked you-

8

A

Idell-i I was just getting to the pointUe would have had to operate it for a whilei but

9
LO

we would have operated it by having various pockets

LI

where we would have had to put in special transformers

L2

to pick up these ST3D0-volt pockets until we could get

L3

around to reconductoring and rebuilding the system to

L4

our new standard voltage of 13-.SD0 volts-

L5

is a very uneconomic operation! and we would have had

L6

to change it as quickly as we could-

L7

taken some timei obviously! to convert to our voltage-

L8

(3

St3DQ volts

But it would have

Well! you are talking about voltage conversion! flr-

Kemper! and I asked you about the poles-

19

Isn’t it true that if CEI were to acquire the

20
21

duny system! they would' have tried to make use of

22

those poles?

23

A

Ide would try to make use of those which we can-

24

But since many were duplicate! we would have removed

25

those! of course-

S13b
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They weren’t going to remove them immediatelyn were

(3

youf*
Not until we could get around to the various areas.

A

Obviously we couldn’t do it ovarnightIn fact-, you weren’t going to do it for a long period

(2

of timei right?
A

I don’t know-

d

You didn't personally make the estimates of whac was
excess-1 did you?

I did not personally make them-

Ue talked about our

feeder engineering unit-i who took the maps that we

had marked up when we were in the field to show the

riuny Light facility-i and our grid maps, and they
determined which they felt were excess-, whether it
be CEI or the riunicipal Electric Light Plant.

(3

Now-, these notebooks which are marked "Seven Area
CEI huny Duplication Study" that your counsel gave

me yesterday-, these are supposed to include all the

estimates that both you and the people in your

department used-, is that right?
A

That we used-, yes-, ma’am--

(3

Now-1 the information about the subject that I just
asked-i the estimate of what was extra-, would also
appear in these books-, is that right?

S137
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Yesi ma’am.
That would be under the tab here "CEI HELP Excess

Investment by Area'll is that right?

Do you have the same book there?

YeSi ma'amn I have it-

Page IMH-

Paga m2.
fiO'Ji page 14S in this book is the uork papers of
your reader Dapartmentn is that right?
Noi these are our work papers-

The work papers of your Feeder Department aren’t
included in here?

No-

They merely told us on the drawings which

facilities they felt were excess and we determined
what the pieces and parts were and priced them,
lilelli this page IME has one sentence on iti ’’HELP
is excess not including loops and meters

That’s what your feeder people told youi is that

right?
Correct.

They said HELP was excessi no matter which

company serves themn we need loops and meters to the

houses.

They didn’t do any figuring of them to figure out what
was excessi they.just looked at it and they saidn

"Ue feel it was excessi" is that right?

si3a
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1
There were two linesn one down the streeti one at the

A

2
rear lot line.

3

street lights-, so the rear lot line is excess-"

4

bJould be an example of the manner in which they

5

determined — with which they considered excess-

6

And we priced it-, made the inventory and priced the

7

excess -

8
9

(2

to take a look at the maps that you had drawn up?

11

13

A

They studied the maps-

a

They studied the maps and they said-. "hJell-. looking at

these maps we think the tiuny line is excess-." or

14

"Ue think the CEI line is excess-." is that right?

15

16

17
18
19

A

That is correct.

(3

They didn’t do any loading studies-, did they?

A

No -. they did not - •

a

You don’t know whether there would be enough capacity
on the remaining system if you subtract the excess to

20

handle the extra customers-, do ygu?

21
22

23
24

So basically their procedure, as you understand it-,
because you requested that work to be done, was just

10

12

They saidn "Ue need to keep the

A

Ue — really the only problem that was present was
the transformation capacity-, and in our study we

added — in fact-, we enlarged the transformers one
size to take up the -- in other words-. IS KVA transformer

25
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we say-i "Okayn what’s the extra cost to put in a

SS^"

That would pick up the extra capacity of those customers
which would be added to whichever system''was remaining.

Let me make sure I understand youWhen you did your study of adding tluny customers

to the CEI system —
Correct •
— you had a cost for the meters to those customers

and that was one —
The loops and meters.-

— of the elements of the costs was a larger transformer
on the polesn is that right?

Correct •
And in some field grids we had to add some poles

and wire.-i because there was a little bit of gap in some

of the areas.

So we did have to add some additional

poles and wires in several of the areas.

But you didn’t study whether the wires could actually
hold the electricity to serve that additional SBO
some customers! right?
Tlie wires were adequate.
You didn't study that?

I did not study itn no.

You just know that?

smo
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A

They are overdesigned.

(3

They are overdesigned so that CEI would have enough
capacity to compete with (luny Lightn isn’t that right?

A

No-

Actually you build in a factor of safetyq and

there is plentyn usually plenty of power to pick up.
Ide are talking small customers not large customers.

t3

Idell-i your factor of safety is whati about SO percent?

A

I’m not really positive because I don’t do the

engineering! but I would guess it would be SO to 75.

<2

Idell! you have got CEI system in these little
neighborhoods serving liSOO people and you have

assumed that they add flSO Huny customers! that kind of
takes up the SO percent! doesn’t it?

A

SkO! I think it was.

But if you go to the first book! on page l! in
these seven areas there were 2!300 KVA total capacity

of the fluny transformers! which in standard practices

were SO percent low! I suppose to take care of some
peaks or future expansions.

Idhen we did the study we added about a!DOO KVA.
If you will notice under "CEI Equipment" we had
H!SSO KVA! and by changing the size of the

transformers we came up with k!SOO KVA.

would take care of the transformation.

So that

Sim
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1

Ue have added that cost back in.

2
3

(3

6
7

8
9

A

Pardon men the what?

<3

It doesn’t take care of the line itselff

A

bJelln the poles obviously are .added-

(3

I didn’t ask for poles-

A

The uirei I think it would be adequate-

system that would remaini they were using one-ought

11

copper wirei which is much too large-

12

fl

A

precisely because I see some number S wire in here

17

and —

18

fl

A

fl

And that would mean the additional cost of serving

those additional customers would be higher?

24
25

You may have to replace some things such as a wiren
but it wouldn't be many-

22
23

If you did have to make a changei you would have to add
some more units of property^ right?

20
21

I would think we wouldn’t have to change very much-i

but without making a study I couldn’t tell you

16

19

And similarly you think CEI lines have enough to
make this submission^ is that right?

14

15

There

certainly is a Huny case-i where we said that was the

10

13

That doesn’t

take care of the line itselfi rights*

4

5

That takes care of the transformation-

A

I would think it would be so few it wouldn’t matter-

S1H2
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1

2

a

But you don’t know?

3

A

I have not .made a study.

4

a

As you got finished'looking at the neighborhoods and

5

doing the mapping and making some calculations we

6

have been talking abouti you came down with the

7

conclusion that of these seven areas there was about

8

per customer of what you called excess capacity;
is that right?

9
10

A

That is right-

11

a

And then you undertook to multiply that by all of the

12

customers in the City of Cleveland to come up with a

13

total dollar figure; is that right?

14

A

All the customers in the common arean in the Municipal

Light Service area.

15
16

a

(luny customers plus CEI customers?

17

A

Correct.

18

a

Residential! small commercial and industrial?

19

A

Right.

lilelli veryi very small commercial and

industrial.

20
21

a

In the entire area as served by Muny and CEI?

22

A

Ohn I see.

25

I misunderstood you.

That’s right.

23
24

I’m sorry.

a

When you multiply your $55 by $10D-.0a0 customers,

there’s residential! small commercial and industrial?
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1
You are right-

2

And I suppose common high traffic as well?’

3
4

A

When you derived that $55 excess cost per customer-,

5

you were looking mainly at the residential; right?

6

7

A

of customers in the neighborhood you studied-, there were

9

a few that were not residential?

10

Look at page 17 and page SI-

12

A

in these seven neighborhoods; right?
The customers in the seven neighborhoods-

A

And you said there-were only one or two small

18

commercials that<you picked up; is that right?

19

20

A

21

<3

25

As I recall-, that’s itAnd one of those small commercials happens to be shown

in the .picture on page 17 in your book?

22

24

I mean both CEI and

Uelli your study is based on the residential customers

<3

16

23

You are talking both customers?
HELP customers in the area?

14

17

They are even

pictured in your workbook-, aren’t they?

11

15

riainly-. right-

And you did show-, even though there were other types

8 .

13

I suppose that would be in there-

A

There’s a store there-, yeahAnd on page SI of your book-, showing Seltzer Avenue

looking west-, there’s not a residential consumer in

S1M4
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sightn is there?
I don't see any-

A

That’s just a little end before you

get to West HSth-

That’s that last block just before you get to West

a

SSthT right?

A
(3

Correct.

And ifi instead of just looking at the residential
commercial customers! you looked at all the customers

in your samplei then you wo.uld have a lower excess cost

per customer! wouldn't you?
A

Somewhat! I suppose.

a

And it would be a smaller total when you applied that
back to the systemi right?

A

Somewhat! yes.

(3

Nowi are you familiar enough with what your feeder

Whatever it came out to-

people! I think you referred to them as! did to

know what standard's they applied in determining
whether something was excess or not?

A

No.

We basically relied on their judgment as being in

the position! doing that type of work all the time.

i3

Is it your understanding that if they found there was
one line going down one street and one line of the

other company going down the other street! they
wouldn’t consider either of those excess lines?

S14S
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1
Is that right?

2
3

A

In their separate streets?

4

(3

Yes.

5

A

I wouldn’t think so but --

6

(2

West 53rd and bJest 54th?

7

A

If they were both on the streetsi I wouldn't think so

8

li

Haybe I'm not making myself clear-

If they looked at the situation and they found

9
10

that there was a CEI line going down this streeti

11

there was a Muny line going down this streeti then

12

they wouldn’t consider either of those an excess

13

facility; right?

14

A

I wouldn't think so.

15

(3

Nowi the second approach that you took to analyzing

16

these excess facilities was to ask how much it would

17

cost to add the huny customers in 1571; is that right?

18

A

That is correct.

19

Q

Nowt if you had done that in terms of the costs to add

20

the fluny customers in 1573t you would have come out

21

with a higher dollar figure; right?

22

A

Yes.

23

(3

And if you had looked at the situation todayn it would
have been even higher; right?

.2 4
25

A

Correct! because of inflation.

That is true.

SIML
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And It could well be so high that the added increment

would make the total cost to serve those additional
customers not much different than the total costs
that there are to serve them presently with one

system serving one group and one serving another
groupi right?

Well, at the same time^ the other system costs would

A

be increasing just as fast.

So I don’t think either

would ever catch up with each other.

would not

I

the one

picking up the additional customers in

the common area would never catch up with outside the

area.

Non, the costs that you looked at of serving the neu

<3

customers wouldn't be the only cost of serving these
customers! would there be?

You are right.

There are other costs.

A

No.

(3

You have to have the power to sell to the customers?

You would have a power plant.

A

fuel?

13

Generation!

A

Step up! step down! subtransm:ission stations!

distribution stations! and feeders from the
distribution substations to the areas! yes.

The costs of things like fuel nowi to add the next unit

(3
,

of fuel to serve these customers! costs more than the

sm?
1
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2

average to serve the existing groupi doesn't it?

3

A

The fuel?

4

C3

I'm sorry.

5

The generation.

*

If you had to expand the generation to serve

5

these additional customersn that unit of expansion

7

would cost more than the cost of the generation you

3

have got serving the existing groupi right?

9

A

Because of inflationn yes.

3

(3

Now-i your study took the point of view of sayingn

L

"Uhat if CEI took over the Pluny customers’ll right?

?

A

Right.

3

(2

If fluny took over the CEI customers under the same

I

assumption-1

j

same as you projected-i wouldn't they?

j

A

the incremental costs would be about the

I don’t really know.

Ue would have to go back and see

1

what additional facilities would have'to be built if

5

CEI was not there to take and pick up the facilities.

)

Ue did not figure the converse study.

)

»•

(3

The converse should be about the same result-i shouldn't

s
'

it?
A

Uell-i you don't really know until you do it because you

5

may have to build more lines to replace the CEI lines

!

that would not be there than CEI has to build to replace

)

the HELP lines.

!

sma
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1

2

(3

But you don’t really knowf

3

A

Ue did not make that converse study

4

fl

Noui you testified that in ITTl dollarsn that CEI's

5

average cost to serve its then-existing customers

6

would be

per customer?

7

A

Correct.

8

fl

And you further testified that if you added on the
riuny customers to the CEI system and made the

9
10

expenditures for meters and bigger transformers

11

necessary! that even when you added in all those

12

costs! you would find that CEI’s average cost per

13

customer was $114! is that right?

14

A

^n?! wasn’t it?

15

fl

$n7?

All right.

$157.

Now! in either case! these are investments in

16
17

units of property

18

A

Correct.

19

fl

And they have

20

A

Correct.

21

fl

22

to serve thecustomers!

alifetime*!

Of more than a year?

is that

right?

correct?

They are depreciated over a period

of time! is that right?

23

A

Over a long period of time! yes.

24

fl

About 3D years! would you say?

25

A

Oh! I would say I’m not that familiar with our

SIM'I

1
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2

depreciation studies-

3

closer to MD for an average lifetime.

4

(2

So that is

5

A

But you are -- oh-

6

i3

Is my math correct?

7

A

It would be LS -

8

(3

9
10

over 4D yearsi is that correct?
Okay-

$ti2 over 40 yearsi which is about a dollar and a half

per customer a year difference'! is that right?
A

11

12

But I would guess it would be

bJhy I’’m hesitating is I’m — there are different bases

for figuring the two unit costs-

c2

13

kJelln roughly speakingi it works out to about a dollar
and a half per year difference! is that right?

14

A

Per customer! I suppose-

15

(2

The last study that you spoke about this morning!

16

fir- Kemper! concerned the cost of new construction to

17

serve customers-

Do you recall that?

18

A

Yes! ma’am.

19

(3

And that is based on a study of first cost to serve

20

customers through overhead lines! and you looked at

21

37fl lots! is that right?

22

A

I think so! yesi ma’am-

23

(3

Do you know where those lots are?

24

A

25

Ulell! generally they would be in the area surrounding

the City of Cleveland-
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1
a

But you don't know with precision how many developments

2
we are talking about?

3

A

No.

lile just got the number of lotsi and I don’t know

4

the number of developments-

5
(3

Your study of new construction costs for underground

6
service to customers was based on 1t705 lotsi is that

7

correct?

8
9
10

A

That is correct-

a

And that-, also-, you don't know precisely where those

lots are located?

11
12

A

15

(3

You know it is more than one development?

A

It would be-

20

So it must be a number of

developments -

17

19

I can’t think of any development that is

larger than l-iTOT-

16

18

I would have to dig them out to do

that -

13

14

I don't know-, no-

(3

That

is all IH?! construction?

A

That

is the construction in 1571-, yes-, ma’am

fl

Now-,

if the development were adjacent to an area

where

CEI already had an extensive transmission and

21

distribution system-, that would m'ake a difference in
22

costs to extend out to the new development-, wouldn't it?
23

24

A

Idell-, these costs that are cited there are the costs
within the development itself-

25

In other words-, the

SISI
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feeder to the development! substation costsi and so
forth are not included in here-

(2

Not even the substation to serve that development!
it is of a size to require that!

if

you are just looking

at the linesf

A

The distribution system right at the development.

(3

You don't know! do you! whether the developments we
are talking about include schools or churches! do youf

A

These are residential developments! UD’S! underground
Ue call them UD's in the case of

developments.

underground.
(3

They are all residential-

You don’t know! do you! whether these developments
include a community center or a swimming pool or a

church! do youf
.A

They may include a community center! that I don't know.

But I doubt if they include a church.

fl

The kinds of costs .that you are talking about $M24

per customer reflects sizing of feeders for consumption
by the suburban community! isn't that right?

A

That is correct.

fl ■■

They consume

more power than! on the average! than

the Cleveland residents! isn't that right?
A

I have to admit I really don't know.
looked at

I have never
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1
2

(2

developments! don’t you?

3
4

5
6

7
8
9

A

kle don’t have

as many as we

(3

That’s one of

the things you try to achieve!

A

Pardon?

(3

A

t3

A

(3

20

A

yes! ma’am.

hJhich would mean the consumption of these homes

That would be true-

But there aren’t many all-electric

At any rate! you don’t have in mind the continuing

Noi I cannot cite them-

13

Whether they are all-electric developments or not?

A

I don’t know if there are any all-electric developments.

(3

Now! I should not have turned over this page! because

when I asked you here about the excess cost per

21

customer! I also wanted to ask you what you thought

22

that would amount to in terms of the customers bill

23

in a month.

24
25

homes!

developments that were used to derive these costs?

16

19

tile try to sellall-electric

because gas at that time was relatively cheap.

14

18

You try to achieve that! an all-electric development?

developments! and I doubt in 1571 were there very manyi

13

17

isn’t it?

where the heat comes from gas! isn’t that right?

11

15

would like.

would be different than the consumption of homes

10

12

You have a lot more all-electric homes out in these

A

I guess you would have to ask our rate engineer.

I
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1
don’t really know-

2
3

13

It is going to be a matter of cents-, isn't itf

4

A

I really don't know-

5

a

Hr- Kemper-i let’s turn to the other study on customers
that you discussed this morning.

6

The procedure’ for calculating customers which

7

8

you described this morning is only one of two

9

approaches you used-, is itf

10

A

I am not sure exactly -- I may be thinking of

11

"all" as one approach and you are thinking of it as

12

several.

13

a

Ue did it for several years-, two years.

Well-I you have a set of papers^ I assume you have

this same bound volume "R- Kemper Papers"?

14

15

A

Right-. I have it.

16

(3

The kind of work that is done in this measures the

17

number of CEI customers and then compares that to the

18

total fluny customers taken out of a published source-,

19

isn’t that right?

That is right in an overall basis-, right-

20

A

21

(3

Whereas the procedure you described is not the one

22

A

The papers concerning the HELP subdivision into the

grids is not in this book-

23

24

25

a

In fact-, to make the calculations shown here you. didn’t

even use HELP customers in subgrids-. you just used the

S1S4
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total number of HELP or Iluny customers! rightf

Ue were determining the percentages of HELP customers

A

within the common service areai the overall percentage

of this set of work papers.

This term that you are using "common service areai" is

(3

that your termf

A

.

lilelln it is a HELP service area-

It is where both

companies are serving customersi is what I mean by it.
<3

That’s your termf

A

Uelli I have heard other people express itn but maybe --

fl

You define the service area as a place where a company
actually has customers sitting right theren isn't that

right?
A

Or in the immediate vicinity.
By "immediate vicinity" there could be certain pockets
within a service area where one or the other company
is not involved.

ns. COLEHAN:

Hr. Leoi would you

put Plaintiff's Exhibit SQtb on the easeli please.

fl

Are you able to see Plaintiff's Exhibit SDbtn hr. Kemper?

A

Somewhat.

Haybe if I lean-i if I lean over I guess I can.

ns. COLEnAN:

nr. Leoi maybe you should

flip up the plasticn I think that’s creating a glare.
fl

Now-i I assume you recognize the jagged outline running

SISS
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1
through about the center of Plaintiff’s Exhibit EOLtn

'J

2
do you notf

3
4

A

Yesi ma’am-

(2

That is supposed to describe roughly

i
CEI'sservice

areai

’I
J

5
j

right?

6

A

It looks like itn approximately.

j

a

That’s a familiar shape to you?

!

A

Yesi ma’am-

0

<2

But you don’t know whether-, in fact-,

7

8
9
there arecustomers

J

0

who are right outside that boundary line-, do you?
L

M

HR. LANSDALE:

Uhat boundary line?

q
J

ns- COLEtlAN:

Pardon me-

||

2
3

(3

That black stepstair line around the middle?

A

ble have a few customers outside that boundary line-

1
5

That is a generalized boundary line-

5

Very few-. ,

actually-

Z
(3

Now-, when you make the study using the CEI grid

3

1

lij
U

3'^'31
J

JI
1

system-, that involves taking a map like that-, or any
)
)

other map-, and you have a geographic area and
there’s a CEI grid system and you lay that over the

|1

area to bring it;; up into relief i is that right?

||

L

J
3

A

Yes-, ma’am-

LI

(3

Now-, the grid CEI uses is M-.QQO foot by S-.OOQ fdoti

II

1
3

is that correct?

SlSb
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1

2
3

X

A

That’s correct-

13

If the grid CEI used was M miles by S milesi you would

let’s just say this would be one gridn right?

have

4

{Draw ingj.

5

It would be something bigger than what you’ve got?

5
7

3

>
S

A

Considerably! yes-

fl

And if you used that type of a bigger-sized gridi it’s
going to mean what is inside the grid has a little bit
different characteristics than it did when you used

little grids to bring it up; isn’t that right?
A

liJelli obviously! because it covers a different area

fl

Well! I’m not a very good drawer.

Haybe I can make

myself clearer.
If this is the area you are studying and you have

i

one grid like this! you are going to get one set of

I

information about — I wish I had colors -- about what

percentage of this circle thing is in the grid and
what percentage of! let’s say! this other area is
I

in the grid; right?

If that’s your grid?

I

A

Correct.
FIR. LANSDALE:

I object.

Let the

witness answer the question.

THE COURT:

Lansdale.

FIR.

Just a minute! Fir-

If you have an objection --

LANSDALE:

I object.

SIS?

Kemper - cross

1

2

' .

THE COURT:

I will see you when you

stand upi if you stand up-

You have been in

I

3

between two or three times-

I

4
5
6

{Bench conference ensued on the record as

I
a.
j

follows:!

7

Uy specific objection is

HR- LANSDALE:

|

8
9
10
11
12

13
14

15
16
17

18

cutting the witness off in his answer.
(IS- COLEMAN:

I apologize for that-

MR. LANSDALE:

i

t

But-, moreover-i I object

to the questions about the hypothesis of 4 miles

|

by S miles or anything else-

|1

Ue know what we did

in this case and I submit the question should be

j|

confined to it-

M
It’s going to the

ns. COLENAN:

W

methodology! your Honori and whether the

I

methodology has relationship to the results here-

1|

You can hypothecate

THE COURT:

W

19
20

21
22
23

any set of circumstancesinto perpetuity.

Unless

ns. COLEMAN:

You can hypothecate

d|

there is some basis --

-J

I can assure you I

don’t intend to do that.

THE COURT:

I

Uell-i you certainly are.

24
25

|l

Certainly-1 it is obvious that the results of

I

*I
I

SlSfl
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a four mile by five mile area are going to be
different than a MnODQ by SiDOO square-foot area.

ns. COLEHAN:

Your Honor-, it is

obvious to you and to me but I worry about the jury

here.

That's why I try to take these steps to help

them understand what is going on.
I would suggest you

THE COURT:

watch the jury as far as your cross-examination

is concerned.

Go ahead.

Finish it up.

As I say-, you can

hypothecate until perpetuity.
ns. COLEnAN:

Well.

THE COURT:

This is not the fact.

The fact is he used M-,DDO by SiOOD voot grid-, but
go ahead.

ns. COLEnAN:

And the fact is it

makes a difference.
{End of bench conference.!

THE COURT;

You may proceed-, ns.

Coleman.

BY ns. COLEnAN:
(3

Ifi instead of your large grid-, nr..Kemper-, you used
a smaller set of grids-, you get a different set of

SIS'!
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1

H
I

information of how much of the white part is in the

2

.

grids and how much is outside the grids; rightf*

3

H
* 'i
11

i

4

A

For that specific gridn right-

1

5

a

Andi similarly! if you have a situation where you

|

6

have located the customers at their addresses in the

7

area and your CEI grids hit that group of customers

8

in this fashion {drawing!-! you would reporti based on

9

your analysis! that there were no (luny customers in

I

LO

this grid and no Huny customers in that grid and

j

LI

none out here and none out here and none

I

L2

and none out here and none here but there were in

|

L3

this area right here if that’s the way the CEI grid

I

L4

hits the map; rights*

out here

|

,j

L5

A

Correct-

|

L6

(3

And yeti if the grid actually started ata different

»

L7
L8
L9

I

place --

THE COURT:

Let's approach the ’

||

bench now-

20

21
22
23

{Bench conference ensued on the record as

'1

follows:]THE COURT:

a

Seei you keep going
Certainly! you can come up

24

on and on and on-

25

with any number of hypothecations but the fact of

;|

I

,1

Slto
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the matter is he used a MtDQD- by SnDOQ-foot grid-

ns. COLEMAN:

That’s what I'm talking

about right now.

THE court:

You certainly are not.

ns. COLEMAN:

I ami your Honor•

THE COURT:

Please limit yourself

to the MiOQO- by S-iDOQ-foot grid-

Let's proceed.

CEnd of bench conference .3-

THE COURT:

Let’s limit the

examination to what the facts actually shown that

he used a MnOQQ- by SnQDO-goot grid.
BY ns. COLEMAN:

fl

Let’s assume this is your CEI 4nDDD- by SnUBO-foot
grid-. Mr. Kemper.

bJill you assume that with me?

A

Yes-, ma’am.

(2

Although maybe the proportions aren’t exactly right.
If this is the way the grid hits the map-, your

report-, based on your study-, is that there are Muny
customers in these four gridsi.-is that right?
A

Correct.

fl

Now-, if the grid actually hit the map when you placed
the grid over the map so that the grid lines were

SlLl
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actually somewhat abovei you would actually find out

that you had Huny customers in this grid and this grid
and this grid and that grid and you would be comparing

different sets of information! would you notf

A

I don’t quite see how-i because it is all tied back to

the area.

When we got into where there were just

partial or a few flELP customers in the gridn we then
went down to our subgrid basis to determine if it-, you

know-, was a partial -- the M-,OQO- by S-,DOO-foot grid
was on the perimeter and only part of it was in the

HELP service area.

Ide then went to the lOD subgrids-, ten on each
side making a hundred-, which came down to a MOO by

SOO foot grid so we could determine the CEI customers
in those subgrids so we would know that they

corresponded to the Huny customers in that grid.

(2

But it still all depends on where the grid line cuts-,
doesn’t itf

A

It is all relative.

<3

It is all relative?

A

I mean-, if you shift everything up or down-, sure-,

and

use the same numbers-, you are going to get different

answers by the same numbers.

But all you are doing is

shifting it up and down and you will end up with the

S1L5
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same end result even though by individual grid it

might be a little differentc3

Uelln if the grid lines are the green grid lines

herei then all of a sudden I'm comparing this fluny
customer to the CEI customers in this area; right?

A

Right.

(3

And before! when the grid line was the black linei I
was comparing this Huny customer to the CEI customers

up in this area; right?
A
(3

. Right.
So the comparison-is different depending on where the

grids fall?

A

But not when you get done with the whole thing.

It

will come back to the same -- the area doesn't change-

It is still the same areai and the fact that we put

the grids lOD feet one way or the other really

doesn't make any difference-

It does by individual

grid! but it doesn't in the overall map because the

map! the HELP service area is a specific piece of
ground in the City of Cleveland! and how we start or

stop the grids really doesn’t make any differetice

to determine what we were trying to determine(3

Well! how you set the grids! you will agree with me!

does affect which group of customers you are
examining?

It frames a neighborhood! does it not?

S1L3
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A

True.

The important thing is that we use the same

base linei the same grids for determining the CEI
customers as we use for the HELP customers so that
we end up in the same grid if-they are in that grid.
If we shift iti one may end up in the next grid and
the other one in the other one.

•

But there will ba a

different set of customers.

And when you get all done-i it is going to be the
same thing except the individual grids will be

different.

Percentages by individual grids will be

different.

But overalli it is going to come back to

the same thing.

Ide only have a selected piece of

ground which we call the HELP service area.
(2

And that piece of ground you identified in two ways;
is that right?

You looked at where this nVb list of

Huny customers was located; is that right?

A

Correct.

And we used our grid system to identify them-i

which is the same thing we identify our customers with.

So the customers on the same street end up in the same

subgrid.
13

They may or may noti depending; where the subgrid line
is; isn’t that true?

The subgrid line maybe falls

between one house and the next?

A

kJelli

it could.

It could.

But --

51L4
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a

It may even split a house in halff

A

It couldn I suppose-

But it would only be one

customer•

Nowi

(3

let me get back to the question! fir- Kempern which

was*! your basic point of departure was what you

identified as the location of actual Huny customers
■

in nVtii is that rightf

A

That is correct.

a

Another approach you used was to look at the City

planning map-, is that correct?
A

That is correct-

a

The map that was part of your study — is this the

City planning map that you are talking about that you
used -[indicating]-?
A

That is a map of the City of Cleveland showing the
HELP common area or service area with our grids

superimposed on it(3

Is this a map you prepared?

A

This is our map-

(3

This is your CEI map?

A

Right-

(3

You placed that darkened area on this mapi is that

correct?
A

From the City Planning Commission map-

SILS
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US-

Do we have Plaintiff’s

COLEMAN:

Exhibit SOLMt Mr. Leol*

I thought I had it sitting

out there-

BY MS- COLEMAN:
(3

Is that the City Planning Commission map that you are
referring toi absent the colors?

A

S/T/73t yesi ma'ami that is the City Planning map-

(3

You took information off this map and placed it on this
mapi is that correct?

A

Mr- Pofok gave us the map -- actually he gave us a
z
wash-off tracing.

(3

You used this map in your studyn is that right?

A

Yesi ma'am.

(3

That was part of the subgrid analysisi is that

correct?
A

That is part of the grid and subgrid analysis-

(3

Nowi when you were- looking at Muny customers you looked
at customers of all classesi isn't that right?

A

It included all Muny customers! as I understand iti
which includes all classesi yes-

(3

The residential! commercial as well as municipal and

street lighting?

A

That is my understanding.

(3

N.OW! generally your approach was every time you

SILL
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identified a CEI grid where you foundi because of its

plotting or because of the map you looked at-, there

were fluny customers, you counted the actual number of
CEI customers in that grid, isn't that right?

Ue actually ran it twice-

In our revenue system we

have all our customers identified to gridsdon't really have to assign them-

So we

Ue can just look

through and count them by gridIn the case of the Huny customers, we had to

write a program to identify the streets by-- we have

a street index guide which identifies all streets by
our grids,

4,QQO by 5,000 foot grids, and we took the

street addresses in the tape that we received from

fluny and ran it againsr our street index guide, which
gave us which grid that customer was in -

Then we

counted them up by that fashion-

hJell, I understand, that-

But that's the manner in

which you identified which grids to focus on, is that

right?
That told us where the fluny customers were, in which
grids, yesOnce you had identified a grid, your procedure then

was to find out how many CEI customers were in that
grid,

is that right?

S1L7
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A

Right.

In a separate program-, but it was done

separately from the Huny program^ but it was done —

there we actually just looked up the grid numbers-

Ue

did not have to use the street index guideYour purpose in doing your study was to count the CEI
customers -in every grid where you found fluny had

■ facilities! is that right?

A

That was our ultimate goal-, yes-

(3

Now-, based on what you know of fluny Light facilities
from riding the line-, you are aware that fluny serves

the Baldwin Pumping Station up on Fairhill?
A

It may-

I don’t know-

Uell-, assuming that it did-, you would want to make

sure to count the number of CEI customers in the grid
where Baldwin falls-, wouldn’t you?

Ide counted the grids in which the City Planning
Commission said Nuny served.

If Baldwin pumping plant

was in a grid that is not shown on that map-, we did
not count the Baldwin pumping plant because it was not
in the Huny service area as defined by the City

Planning /Commission-

a

The City Planning Commission map didn’t have
definitions on it-, did it?

It's sufficiently detailed enough that you can take the

SlLfi
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streets and plot it on another map or most -- you can

tell what streets are within the Municipal service area(2.

If Baldwin falls in a grid which you didn't count
because you didn’t see it in the darkened area on the

mapi then you also didn't count the CEI customers in
that gridn did youf

A

Right.

It was not in the Municipal Light Plant's

service area-

(3

Therefore you have understated the number of CEI
customers in the same neighborhood as the Muny

customers! isn't that right?
A

No-

Because we were looking for the CEI customers in

the Muny service area as defined by this exhibit.

a

I thought you just told me that your purpose was to
identify all CEI customers in the same area that there

were Muny customers or facilities.
A

Uithin the municipal service area as defined by the —

(2

Weill the service area was your terminology! wasn't itn
Mr. Kemper?

MR. LANSDALE:
A

I object.

It seems to me it was on a previous exhibit.

THE COURT:
argumentative.
three times.

Let’s not be

He has answered the question

Ksmper - cross

1
Sustain the objection-

2
BY ns. COLEHAN:

3
(3

Let me understand you correctlyi Hr- Kemper.

If you

4
did not find from the map that a particular facility

5
was within the darkened area — the dark-yellow area on

6
this map-1 is that correct?

7
8

A
(3

■ Yes.
If you didn’t find from looking at the dark-yellow area

9
or the dark-gray area the facility was within that

10
area-, you didn't look at that grid-, is that correct?

11

12
13

A

That is correct-

(3

Are you aware that there is a Huny Light street

lighting circuit extending the length of Broadway

14
going in the southeast area of the city?

15

16

A

Does it show on the map?

(3

Are you

A

I can't remember the whole 30 square miles that I rode-

aware of that from riding the line?

17

18
That was a long time ago.

19

20

(3

a circuit that you should also look at the number of

21

CEI customers in the grid that line passes through-.

22

doesn't it?

23
24
25

Idell-i your procedure would dictate that there is such

A

If it was in the defined municipal electric service
area.

5170

1
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2

£3

3

|

Nowi in conducting your analysis you said you not only
looked at the grids where you assumed from the map

I
[)■

4

fluny had facilities but also looked at those grids

j

5

broken up into 100 subparts^*

1.

The peripheral or perimeter-, yes-, ma'am.

I

I

6

A

7

(3

That's called

a subgridf

I

8

A

Subgrid part-,

yes.

■'!

(3

You gave us a

9
0

1

A

(3

5

7

0

5

of

i

the map in order to identify the subparts which have

II

(luny's services-, correct?

11
|1

And that's a procedure

somebody does by hand-, actually

A

That was done by a draftsman-, yes-, ma'am.

13

Then after a draftsman lays this over a map-, he

1
I

taking this screen and laying it over a map?

A

|
jJ

use this subgrid and lay it on top

(3

2

4

And you would

That’s correct.

1

3

Yes-, ma'am-, that's a subgrid to be used with the map

A

8

9

,|

you previously displayed.

4

6

|i

did you not-, and this is what it looks like?

2
3

picture of a subgrid in your paper-,

I
then

I

reads off?.the information about the grid by using this

I

numbering system; isn't that right?

J
I

Correct.
In other words-,

four or five would be -- grid number

I
I

4-5 would be that grid number 4-5.
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